POST YOUR ENTRY TICKET IN PLAIN VIEW AT YOUR SELLING AREA
This is important, as our staff must verify that you are in the correct selling area. This can easily be accomplished by you using tape, string, wire, etc. to attach your selling ticket in clear view.

Where do I park My Vehicle????
Normally you need to park your vehicle in your assigned selling area. If you unload and move your vehicle, it must be OUT OF the Flea Market Selling Area in an approved parking lot with a paid parking permit ($5.00 from the parking attendant, not the machine). Do Not take up another space in the Flea Market unless you have paid for that selling area.

I Can’t Find the Guy Selling the Crystal Vases, HELP ME PLEASE
Help yourself and your customers locate your selling areas. Direct them to our web site or our Info Booth. We have vendor listings by name, business and by type of merchandise, as well as the map.

How Far Can I Set Up My Merchandise????????
Some of you are exceeding the size of your selling area. If you extend forward beyond the parking stripes you are beyond the selling area and will be asked to pull their displays, merchandise, etc. back to the appropriate areas.

Support Our Clubs
Volunteers from the Asian Pacific American Students for Leadership (APASL), De Anza Circle K, De Anza Shotokan Karate, Disabled Students Unlimited (DSU) and Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan (M.E.Ch.A.) clubs are staffing this month’s drink stands, and The Forseti Federation is staffing the hamburger stand. Satisfy your hunger and quench your thirst while donating to a good cause.

On-Campus Vending
There is space available for vending on the De Anza College Campus during the Summer Quarter. For more information please visit us on the web at www.deanza.edu/studentactivities/vending or contact Dennis Shannakian at (408) 864-8757.

Handicapped Parking
Handicapped Parking is available in Compact Lot C.

Office Closure
The Flea Market Office will be closed Monday, July 5, 2004 for the Independence Day Holiday.

Rumor Control
Please turn over the page for an explanation of some of our policies that should dispel any rumors you have been hearing.
RULES ARE NOT MEANT TO FRUSTRATE YOU

Over the past few months we have heard some very strange rumors about some of the Policies and Rules of the Flea Market. We wish for you to know that our rules and policies have been developed over time with much thought and reason.

1. **“Pack it In Pack it Out”**
   In an effort to keep your registration fees low, we require all vendors to pack out all trash, boxes, unsold items, etc. Clean-up charges rise dramatically for extra clean-up efforts. In addition debris boxes are expensive to rent and we are charged extra if they overflow.
   
   **SO PLEASE PACK OUT ALL YOUR UNSOLD ITEMS AND GARBAGE**

2. **$25 Fine if You Do Not Pack Out Your Items.**
   Unfortunately we do have vendors that forget to pack out their items, or try to jam them into the dumpsters. When items are left, the sweeper trucks cannot clean the lots. In addition, if the dumpsters are over flowing, the scavenger company will dump the overload onto the lots, causing problems for our College and/or charge us extra fees. Again, we were forced to fine those vendors who do not follow the policies.

3. **$25 fine if you do not leave the lots by 6 PM.**
   Please remember that this is a college and the lots need to be clean for our students. We contract with a sweeping company to thoroughly sweep down all of the lots beginning at 6 PM. If the sweeper needs to wait for a vendor, then we get charged an overtime fee.
   
   **PLEASE BE OFF THE LOTS BY 6 PM**

4. **Leaving the Flea market prior to 2 PM**
   We request that you do not attempt to leave your selling area prior to 2 PM. There is a simple reason for this. On an average day we have 10,000 to 15,000 customers, many with small children running around, the market. They do not expect to encounter vehicle traffic and this causes a hazard.
   
   **So Please, Remain in Your Selling area until after 2 PM. If you must leave, come to the info Booth and request an escort.**

5. **Be in your selling area, set up and ready to go by 7:30 AM.**
   The gates need to close so that we can control vehicle traffic in the selling areas. As you are aware, many customers are on site by 7:30 AM. This is a safety and liability concern. In addition, the best selling hours are from 7 AM to 12 Noon, so get here early and make your sales.

6. **No Dogs allowed**
   We have had many problems over the years related to dogs. Dog fights, messes, lawsuits resulting from leash tripping and dog bites. For safety of both humans and dogs we request that you leave your dogs at home. The only exception to this rule is for clearly identifiable Service dogs.